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Peter Jackson '76 (No. 13), who will probably be
one of next year's leaders for MIT, jumps to pull
down a rebound in a game earlier this year.
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By Fred Hutchison
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When the MIT wrestling team
finished its 18 match season
with twelve wins and six losses,
two of them by the narrow
margin of two points, a few
individuals had compiled outstanding records.
Co-captain Dave Kuentz '73
was 16-2 at 58,
! the best on the
team this year, and finished the
season with 13 consecutive victories. Co-captain Jon Backlund
'73 also turned in an excellent
performance, with a record of
15-3 in the 126 lb. class.
After starting the season with
a 3-0 record at 188, Ed Hanley
'74 moved up two weight classes
to plus the hole in the lineup at
134, and finished the season
with a string of eleven victories
for an overall record of 15-3.
Sophomore Jack Mosinger filled
in admirable for him at 118, also
with an unbeaten streak of
eleven matches, to give him a
13-2 season.
Rich Hartman '74 wrestled at
150 for most of the year before
dropping to 142 for the New
Englands and ended up 8-9-1
for the season. At 142, freshman
Joe Arthur compiled a 7-7-1
record, and we should be hearing
more of him in the coming
years.

Loren Dessonville '75 came
up with a 10-4-1 season at 167,
while Dave Sebolt '73 won six
matches by pinis to give him a

9-6 record and the most falls
awarded. Also wrestling in the
upper-rriddle classes were Fred
Linderman '74 and Bob GahI

total points and was third in
rebound was Campbell Lange, a
freshman. If this year's showing
of 218 points and 171 rebounds
are any indication, Peter Jackson, another member of the class

of '76, will be the backbone of
MIT basketball for the next
three years. Fourth spot in both
total points and number of Tebounds goes to John Cavolowsky '76, while fifth' and sixth
spots go to next year's cocaptains Bob Roth '74 and Al
Epstein '75.
The man who will be missed
the most next year is Jerry
Hudson '73, this year's team
captain and the fifth highest
scorer in MIT basketball history.
Hudson had a good season, except for a few bad games which
were marred by rather uninspired play. Hudson ended the
season with 328 points, and he
ended his career with 1002. (The

The future should definitely
look brighter for MIT basketball.
The player who led the squad in
a,,
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As I said, however, this was a
building year. There were only
four seniors on the squad and
three juniors. Two of the starting five were freshmen. This was
Fran O'Brien's first season as
head coach.

The 1972-73 season was a
year of building for the MIT
varsity basketball squad. The
Tech five were constantly
plagued by inconsistency .and
uneven play. Their free-throw
percentage declined steadily
after the midpoint of the season,
and their season record was a
dismal five wins and 17 losses.
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Jackson ended the season with 218 points and 171
rebounds, which put him third and second resPhotobyKnsna Gupta
pectively.
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By Dan Gantt
With the ECAC and NCA.A
playoffs already decided, the ot bservant MIT sports fan should b y
now have noticed. the conspicu
ous absence of MIT's varsit hockey team from post-seasorn
competition. Be not too hard or,n
the selection committee, hoe
ever It's very hard to overloo
the credentials of a 5-12 hocke3
RY
team.
Perhaps the. committee ig
nored MIT after its first ninLe
games. The sole win over pererlnial doormat Tufts probabl y
could not maintain sufficient inaterest.
Certainly, MIT's 44 mark i:n
the final half of the season deeserved some consideration. Afte·r
all, during that stretch MIT di,d
vanquish three genuine intercol1legiate teams: Lehigh, Assump,Jtion, and U. of Maine at Porttland. Then again, the seasornending 18-1 trouncing at th Le

hands of Amherst may have
been detrimental to a playoff
berth.
That final game pointed out
MIT's biggest deficiency
throughout the campaign, a lack
of defense. Regretfully, the situation looks no better for the
future as MIT stands to lose
goalie Mike Schulman and its
front-line defensemen, John
Miller and Rob Hunter, via gra-

duation.
Offense, however, is a different story. Three of the five
leading scorers will be returning
next year. Center George Kenney '74, winger Rich Casler '74,
and point man Tony Luzzi '74
should all be back for their final
year. Only tri-captain Tom
Lydon '73 and Steve Warner '72,
high on the team in assists, will
be missing from the big pointgetters at next year's opening
face-off.
-'~'""~w"'"~"
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'74, whose season ended early
with an injury in January. Both
are juniors, and will give next
year's team a solid front in this
part of the lineup.
Dave Grasso '75, freshman
Joe Tavormina, Mike Murphy
'72 and Peter Haag '74 all competed in the 190 lb. class and
Erland van Lidth de Jeude '76
was 9-6 in the heavyweight divi-
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hockey season.

POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology. No restriction as to style or
content. Send with stamped self-

INVESTORS WANTED:
To
invest/manage/work in advanced N/C
Mach. Shop. Also wanted - N/C
supervisors, programmers, operators.
Cormier 878-6150 aftet 3 pro.

addressed envelope to Contemporary
Literature P~ess, 311 California
Street, Suite 412, San Francisco,
California 94104.

Apartment for Sublease - Near Mass.
and Marlborough; 5 bedrooms, living

- - --

Consulting firm seeking trained experienced graduate students for environmental impact projects. Economists, sociologists, environmentalists,
engineers, and urban planners
needed. Summer jobs. Call 9 am - 5
pm and send resumes to 4 Brattle
Street, Room 306, Cambridge. Telephone: 876-2200.
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Tony Luzzi (above) picking up two hat tricks and anchoring MIT's
power play at point was one of the bright spots in the '72-'73
..
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I've been typing Master's and PhD's
full-time for -three years (and still
love it). I'd be happy to help you.
894-3406I (Weston)
-II-
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LEAF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMAN COLOR VISION
by Prof. Jerome Lettvin,. MIT
Students who aire curious about the topics above are invited to
use an experimental system 'containing these' interactive
lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening. The lectures are unique in that they include a great
many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers
extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.
If you would like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or write a short note to Stewart Wilson, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning When you might
be free and how you can be reached.

SATURDAY MARCH 31, 8:00 PM
KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.e.T.
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

"Just beautiful! Elevates the art to a sublime level"
--Cesar Giraldo, United Nations'
Music Appreciation Society.

I

by 416 Beacon anytime.

SYMBIOTIC THEORY {&F THE ORIGIN OF HIGHER CELLS
-by Prof. Lynn Margulis, Boston University

A Swirling Spectacle of Vibrant Beauty

-

R.ANGLR

Tihad or Larry at 247-8275 or come

!IMPLICATIONS OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MATERIAL
by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

Will Perform

,,

0 LBE"S

room, bath, kitchen facilities. Available May 18 through August. Contact

COSMOLOGY
by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIT

DIVINE EI-GHT DANCE ENSEMBLE

.II

0 BELL BOTTOMS$
o LE ES$

NTERACTIVE LECTURES

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe, S. America,
Africa. Most professions, summer or
full time, expenses paid, sightseeing.
Free information, write, TNWR Co.,
Dept. F6, 2550 Telegraph Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94704

Admission: $2.00, $1.50 Students-Tickets & Info: 522-8160
Sponsored by MIT Divine Light Club

V. h ,Is'

1000th point com ing in the last

game of the season against WPI.)
The other seniors soon to be lost
to graduation are John Lange,
Thad Stanley, and Roger Teal.

By the Grace of Shri Guru Maharaiji
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The March meeting of the
MIT faculty conducted little
substantive business, but several
important issues were discussed,
including freshman pass/fail, tle
MIT-Wellesley
exchange, and
"end of term arrangements."
Two exceptional statements
were made at the meeting, one
by Professor Emily Wick of
Nutrition, who said that MIT
should make a "resounding commitment" to "education of
females," and that the MITWellesley exchange is now an
'-obstacle to the growth of MIT
women students."
The other statement was
made by
Professor Arthur
Mattuckc,
chairman of the
Pass/Fail Committee, who told
the 50 or so faculty at the
meeting that one of the committee
proposals essentially
meant "continuation of hidden
grades."
Professor of Mathematics
Hartley Rogers, chairman of the
faculty, introduced the Pass/Fail
report by noting that this was
the third committee to study the
problem. He reread the committee's charge, which had to do
primarily with t*he study of
hidden grades and medical
school admissions, and their
effect on pass/fail.
Mattuck admitted at the start
that hidden grades had not
proven to be much of a problem,
and that his committee was
essentially content with the
status ouo in that area. He
quickly outlined the four recommendations of his group: continuing use of one passing grade,
continuing identification of outstanding work, a credit limit in
the freshman year, and an
"internal fail" which would
prevent reporting to outsiders of
failing grades during the freshman year.
Paul Schindler, editor of Thte
Tech, spoke on pass/fail, having
obtained prior permission from
Mattuck to do so. He told the

faculty that The Tech is a substantially better paper now than
it was five years ago, at least
partially due to freshman passfail. "Freshmen form the backbone of the paper, and most
other student activities," he said,
noting that this seemed to be in
the spirit of pass-fail. He commended
the committee for
applying a "consistent" view to
the questionnaire data, instead
of merely following it blindly.
Finally,
Schindler commented in support of the credit
limit for freshmen, quoting a
section of the report which contended that this would channel
freshman energy into nonacademic activity.
Assistant Professor of Foreign
Languages
Gordon Nelson
quickly disagreed with the credit
limit, claiming it would make
language an impossible schedule
burden for freshmen, since the
labs are twelve hour courses.
"Nine hours is not enough," he
stated, calling the difference
between four terms of nine
hours and four of twelve
"crucial."
Chancellor Paul Gray questioned Mattuck on two points:
"What's different from five years
ago, when a credit limit failed,"
he asked, and "Isn't internal fail
a deceptive practice?"
Mattuck pointed to the last
five years as "five years of experience in student overloads,"
which were beginning to worry
core course instructors [ Mattuck
teaches calculus]. As for internal
fail, he said the concept was
introduced "for its practical
effect," not a principle. The
effect: to "let faculty fail more
students than they do now,"
something they are loathe to do.
Professor Arthur Smith noted
that failures were down and A's
and B's were up in upperclass
records, to such an extent that
freshman year failures were "not
a significant data point." Professor Margaret MacVicar, direc-
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By Barb Moore
MIT officials are now examining hiring practices of the MIT
Dining Service, after it was
found that many people filling
student positions with the
Dining Service are not MIT
students.
The outside employees have
been accepted and sometimes
recruited by the Dining Service
to fill positions not filled by
MIT students. Lately, however,
campus term-time jobs have
been hard to find, with the
result that many MIT students
feel an employment crunch.
Thus, MIT is reviewing the hiring
practices.
During the summer, the
Student Center Dining Service
was employing many outside
students, or former MIT
students who had not given up
their positions after graduation.
Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Richard Sorenson and
Harmon E. Brammer, Director
of Housing and Food Services,
met with the managers of the
Dining Service and student representatives to consider the situation.
The group decided to work

1.

-

toward an all student staff, but
did not feel it appropriate to fire
employees already on the payroll. In the past, members of the
Student Center management
have recruited employees from
such places as Boston University
and Simmons College, but this
practice has been discontinued.
Instead, Dining Service has
begun advertising openings first
to the MIT student body.
When more dormitory dining
halls were in service, the problem was less obvious. A house
dining hall can employ residents
of the house, and has no need to
hire outside workers. But with
decreasing use of dormitory
dining facilities, the problem has
become greater. The Student
Center must serve a greater percentage of the students, without
having a resident population
from which to draw.
The problem is compounded
by the nature of the available
work. Permanent shifts at either
Twenty Chimneys or Lobdell are
consistently filled, and there is a
waiting list for jobs. The Student
Center dining staff is also
responsible for supplying workers to cater banquets, which, due
(Please turn to page 2)
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UROP, said that the credit

l im i t
would
have
an
"unfortunate effect" on the
program.
Gray then rose again, to point
out that the original data on
which the pass/fail decision was
based had changed. "This year's
freshman class is totally un
related to that of 1960 or
1965," the years which Benson
Snyder studied in one survey
and George Valley and Wayne
Stewart looked at in another.
Gray said all that data should be
discounted.
Rogers told the faculty that
the CEP had not yet formulated
its
recommendations
on
pass/fail, but that the whole
context of grades at MIT might
be reviewed.
(Please turn to page 3)

Photo by Krishnla Gupta
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By Richard Foster
Media critic and TV Guide
contributing editor Edith Efron
spoke Monday to a crowd of 90
in 26-100 on "Politics Once
Removed Reality Viewed
Through the Filter of tbe
Media." In the first major
lecture sponsored by LSC this
year, Efron discussed interaction
between government and media,
and blamed today's problems on
the actions of liberals and
Democrats.
Efron claimed that the
networks have shown a liberal
bias, while ignoring the public
and the First Amendment. She
compared their attitude towards
news
and entertainment
broadcasting, arguing that they
are inconsistent, and proposed
that the only solution is to end
all government intervention and
sell all frequencies to the highest
bidder.
Efron claimed that none of
the current problems have
originated in the last five years,
and blamed this view on a
"grossly partisan interpretation
of the media from the media
itself." Among her examples
were Spiro Agnew, who in 1968
represented a "gigantic popular
outrage" against network bias,

and a Roosevelt court, which
failed to issue a clear decision on
the rights of newsmen.
Network opposition
to
government intervention in news
programming was contrasted
against the liberal attitude
toward entertainment. or "network
fiction." This once
featured an individualistic hero
with a simple, confident sort of
courage and integrity fighting
against very villainous villains
morally responsible for their
deeds," until it was attacked by
"TV critics, academics of some
sort, and politicians of a liberal
persuasion."
She correlated these attacks
with the platfonn of the Democratic party, and cited action
taken against violence in television during the Kennedy
administration.
However,
according to Efron, "Not one
major voice was raised to protest
this intrusion into the networks."
She called relevant programming a billion-dollar failure and
observed that the public has
refused to watch public TV,
which furthers the values of the
liberal elite.
Efron discussed the results of
her book, The News-Twvisters,
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By Norman Sandler
The issue of MIT's experimentation with Cable TV
(CATV)
systems within the
Institute and beyond to the
community has been met in
recent weeks with considerable
controversy. The principals involved at MIT were featured
Wednesday in a seminar during
which they described what they
see as the proper course for MIT
to pursue in the future with
regard to CATV systems.
The five-member cable group
includes three members of the
faculty of the Department of
Political Science,
(Edwin
Diamond, Lovell Dyett, and Professor Ithiel Pool), John Ward of
the Electronic Systems Laboratory, and Carroll Bowen from
the Center for Advanced
Engineering Study (CAES).
The cable group discussed a
recent report which was released
on "Telecommunications
at
MIT," which outlines applications of cable television technology to curricular and extracurricular functions at MIT.

no

7cm a

Pool, who moderated the
seminar, which was sponsored
by the Educational Division,
explained that the group began
meeting last summer to discuss
possibilities and impacts of "new
telecommunications
technologies" 'At that time, sessions
were held to determine uses in
conjunction with MIT courses
and activities, as well as ways in
which the cable technology

developed

at

MIr

could

Efron's solution to the problems was to end
government
intervention completely, selling
all channels to the highest bidder. Thus, there would be no
network nonopoly and they
would be "swamped" by the
competition, with survival determined by public demand rather
than the opinions of any form of
elite.
lrr

CA
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which found liberal bias in network coverage of the 1968 election, and seven other studies
which have also found bias.
"When seven studies enmerge ail
discovering some degree of bias
and falsification, much of it
favorable to Democratic and
liberal causes and none favoring
Republicans and Republican
causes, the time has conme for
the media to stop ranting and
raving in a paranoid fashion over
that issue."
Efron viewed the battle
between the government and the
media as but one aspect of a
wider cultural battle between
the intellectuals and the common man, which will only end
when the "dominant inLellectuals and media become reacquainted with the meaning of
the First Amendment."

be

shared with the surrounding
community.
The study began with an
examination
of the existing
physical facilities for CATV, a
subject with which Ward has
been concerned. He stated that
the primary objective at this
time should be to establish a
"backbone" for a future cable
system at MIT. To do this, Ward
proposed a cable link-up, running from Westgate, through
Building 1O, to the eastern edges
of the campus, buildings E52
and E53.
In addition to this "spine,"
Ward explained that "spurs"
could be added to link the dor-

or

mitories, Kresge Auditorium,
and buildings such as El 9 to the
system. With just one cable
installed, up to 18 two-way
channels could be in operation
at MIT, should the cable network be installed, along with a
control center, which Ward suggested might be located in
Building 9.
The reasoning behind the
placement of a control center in
that particular building is twofold. First, it just happens to be,
according to Ward, approximately half-way between the
two ends of the campus. Second
is a consideration given due to
the fact that CAES, with its own
advanced
cable facilities, is
already located in the building.
The initial installation, the
"backbone,"
would involve
approximately I 1,000 feet of
cable, with an estimated cost of
$30-35,000.
Cambridge and P.A.N.I.C.
Ward said that in addition to
linking the dormitories on
campus to the cable, another
spur could link the system to
(Please turn to page 2)
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(Continued from page I}
areas of the surrounding community. This, according to
Dyett, would give the project a
desired "outreach,"
enabling
people in the community to
"benefit from things at MIT."
Dyett, a research associate in
Political Science, conceded that
"this is one contemplated spur
which has turned out to be a
thorn." He, along with others in
the group, have been charged
with planning a system which
would "spy" on citizens in certain areas of the city.
The Cable Group has considered the Model Cities area of
Cambridge (consisting of some
13,000 homes) for link-up to a
proposed cable system at MIT,
particularly due to the fact that
there has been Model Cities
money available in Washington
for community projects involving telecommunications.
However, negotiations with
individuals and citizens' groups
in the city have been slowed due
to the surveillance charges made
by a group called PANIC (People
Against National Identity
Cards). Hearings are now going
on in Cambridge (as well as at
the state level) to investigate the
invasion of privacy allegation
against CATV, though it appears
that talks with the Cambridge
City Council will cool down in
the near future, and Dyett announced he was going to address
the Model Cities board on
Wednesday night.
Diamond and Pool addressed
themselves to the applications of
cable to extra-curricular and
classroom functions respectively.
Students would benefit from
such a system, according to
Diamond, by being able to operate at least part of the hardware
themselves, and suggested that at
least one channel be turned over
-to student programming.
Pool said that during the sum-

"Technology and Culture Seminar
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CONTEMPORARY MAN:
BETWEEN THE RIM AND THE AXIS
SeVyed Hossein Nasr, Philosophy and Islamic Studies
University of Tehran (Persia)
Respondents: Nathan Sivin, Humanities
Huston C. Smith, Philosophy
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(Continued from page 1!
to the irregularity of the
working hours, is undesirable for
most MIT students. There are
also substitute hours open,
which again, would be irregular
and temporary.
Consequently, non-students
have been hired, reportedly to
complete the banquet staff.
When asked about an alleged
case in which a non-student was
given permanent
hours in
Twenty Chimneys while there
was a waiting list of MIT
students, Brainmer denied knowledge of the incident. He said
that this situation would violate
present dining service policies,
and he did not substantiate or
deny the incident had occurred.
Several
proposals for
removing non-student employees
have been considered. If Dining
Service were to limit all of its
jobs to MIT students, the management fears that there would
be a shortage of workers for
such special tasks as banquets. If
the staffs of Twenty Chimneys
and Lob dell were made a separate entity from the banquet
and substitute staffs, there
would be a perpetual influx of
inexperienced workers into the
banquet staff. Any experienced
MIT student on the banquet
staff would move into openings
on the permanent staff, leaving

images of Man Series
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.With a number of faculty
members interested in experimentation with new cable technologies, Pool proposed that
MIT might also establish a workshop, where students and faculty
could meet and attempt to
develop new facilities and
applications for cable television.

met the group had received
rather cool receptions by faculty
members when examining innovative applications to classes.
He added, however, that faculty
members had been enthusiastic
about using video materials to
supplement regular classroom
sessions.

(
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the banquet staff to hire new,
inexperienced workers.
Dining Service management
considers the best alternative to
be removal of non-student
employees from the regular payPoll, and paying them through a
voucher system. This leaves the
workers on a temporary basis,
and eliminates the difficulty in
firing him, when an MIT student
applies for the position. This
year, the voucher system was
implemented, but it is too early
to tell what its effects will be.
By the 1973-74 academic
year, there will be no non-MIT
students in captain's positions,
and, if the voucher system is
successful, there will be a totally
MIT student staff in two years.
This depends on the number of
student applicants for the openings. The new advertising campaign on the availability of
dining service jobs will hopefully
increase the number of applicants.
At the present, students with
a term-time job included in their
financial aid package are not
given any priority in securing a
position with campus dining service. This is a possibility for the
future of dining service, in order
to assure an adequate number of
employees, as well as to relieve
the pressure on students seeking
a campus job.

MONDAY, April 2
5:15 PM in Room 9-150
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"MAGNIFOCENT M3I1ND BLOWING PLAY7 Carolyn Clay

Boston Phoenix<

Mudent Discount ($I.90 off) with ibD.

Student Rush (half hour before crtain $3.50 with l.iD.}
76

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE

WARRENTON STREET, BOSTON

423-1767

cDassifd adNer ing
Apartment for Sublease - Near Mass.
and Marlborough; 5 bedrooms, living
room, bath, kitchen facilities. Available May 18 through August. Contact
Thad or Larry at 247-8275 or come
by 416 Beacon anytime.
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology. No restriction as to style or
content. Send with stamped selfaddressed envelope to Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California
Street, Suite 412, San Francisco,
California 94104.
SHORT-TERM JOB - Young company needs female to demonstrate its
products at scientific exhibit(s) out
of State in middle of Apnril and
beginning of May. SWIFTA, 419
Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 02116

VOLUNTEERS needed by agencies
in Cambridge Model Cities Area:
counseling, arts, teaching, tutoring,
remedial reading, research, translating, accounting, administration,
and public relations. Call Mr. Caplin,
868-8740.

Consulting firm seeking trained experienced graduate students for environmental impact projects. Economists, sociologists, environmentalists,
engineers, and urban planners
needed. Summer jobs. Call 9 an - 5
pm and send resumes to 4 Brattle
Street, Room 306, Cambridge. Telephone: 876-2200.

I've been typing Master's and PhD's
full-time for three years (:and still
love it). I'd be happy to help you.
894-3406
(Weston)

INVESTORS
WANTED: To
invest/manage/work in advanced N/C
Mach. Shop. Also wanted - N/C
supervisors, programmers, operators.
Cormier 878-6150 after 3 prn.

PREGNANT?

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe, S. America,
Africa. Most professions, summer or
full time, expenses paid, sightseeing.
Free information, write, TWR Co.,
Dept. F6, 2550 Telegraph Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94704
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DRISTAN, etc.
*Expansion financing available
WE REQUIRE:
*Desire for success
*Time to service route, 5-10 hr/wk.
*Follow proven program
*Minimum investment of $1650.00

t entral

If you are fully qualified and can start at once, write for details. No;
obligation. Send name, address, and phone number to:
CREATIVE MARKETING CORP-.
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. L.
7821 Manchester
Maplewood, Mo. 63143
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Arcane social scientist needs altruistic
volunteers for gentle psychology experiment. No pain, tricks, drugs, lies.
Both men and women needed. About
three hours of your time. Call Dave
at 547-0716.

"THE SUNDRY SHOPPE"
I
8 76-4226 Thru Tues.
FOR ADDED INCOME
I Boston
Premiere
Kenji
I
~ Mizoguchi's THE TAIRA CLAN
NO EXPERIENCE OR SELLING REQUIRED
6:00 - 9:45 & Robert Bresson's
You will become part of a national firm, which selects men and II AU HASARD,A BALTHAZAR
women of ability to become part of a proven success!
I 8:05 Wknd Mat. 4:20
WE OFFER:
*Solid g,-rowth business
*Locations obtained by corporation
*Complete training
*Dependable, quality equipment
*Vends: ALKA-SELTZER, BAYER
ASPIRIN,
TUMS,
ANACIN,
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April 11th

WITH PROBLEMS?
WE CAN HELP.

A LANSBURY/DUNCAN/BERUH PRODUCTION

Little Compton, R.I. Summer rental
- Farmhouse, 5 bedrooms, mile from
beach, 1112 hr. from Boston. $800
July, $1000 August. Call 484-8271.
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The Parthenon Restaurant
(Continued froom page 1)
President Jerome Wiesner
summarized the discussion,
noting that people did not seem
to oppose pass/fail, only its format. One faculty member, who
identified himself as an upperclass advisor in the Electrical
Engineering department, disagreed. There was some further
discussion, but final action was
put off until the April meeting,
as planned.
Next, Dean of the School of
Science Robert Alberty, cochairman of the MIT-Wellesley
Exchange Committee made his
report. He summarized seven
points in the report and its three
recommendations to the CEP.
His seven major points were:

di

r-A•,

~

1) A significant number of
persons at both schools have
taken advantage of the exchange. Over 5000 people have
been involved over the last five
years.
2) The student's choice of
subjects to cross-register in indicates the complementary nature
of the two school's programs.
3) The residence exchange
provided, during its one year of
existence, a rewarding change of
environment.
4) As a result of the exchange, some undergraduate
women at MIT feel they are
taken less seriously as capable
students with career goals. The
committee deplored the
patronizing attitudes of many

male students and faculty at
MIT.
5) The committee strongly
recommended the recruitment
of women at all academic levels.
6) There should be further
cooperation between MIT and
Wellesley faculty, in spite of
their differing interests.
7) The two school's academic
years were found to differ, but
not significantly, especially after
the recent Wellesley faculty
action putting finals before
Christmas.
The group's three recommendations to CEP were: continue
the exchange, re-introduce the
residence exchange on a limited
basis, and develop new joint
activities.
Wick made a major statement
to the faculty after Alberty's
She told the
presentation.
mostly male crowd that the
"nitty gritty," not the theory of
the exchange was the source of
the problem. "The costs of the
exchange have been borne by

MIT women," she said at one
point. "We sell our women students down the river by ignoring
their problems," according to
Wick, who called the exchange
"detrimental" to MIT women.
Alberty stated his belief that
the exchange could help solve
some of the problems of women
at the Institute; Wick later said
there is good in the exchange,
but only if it is not done at the
expense of a part of the MIT
community.
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By the Grace of Shri Guru MaharajJi

DIVINE LIGHT DANCE ENSEMBLE
Will Perform
A Swirling Spectacle of Vibranzt Beauty

Es *a 1Lfa

I

"Just beautiful! Elevates the art to a sublime level"
--Cesar Giraldo, United Nations
Music Appreciation Society

SATURDDAY [VIARC H 31, 8: 00 PM
KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.i.T.
Admission' $2.00, $1.50 Students-Tickets & Info: 522-8160
Sponsored by MIT Divine Light Club
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SPREAD THE WORD
Inmediate Full-time clerical openings for figure oriented, businessmachine oriented people. Must
have some typing, adding machine,
or keypunch experience.
Competitive salary, attractive bene
fits, modern Cambridge office.
CALL: 547-5790, ext. 405
Between 8:45 AM & 5 PM.
NEW ENGLAND
BAN KCARD ASSOCIATION

LOOKING FOR AN ALTERNATIVE?
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Field Oceanography/SailTrainingaboard
100' schooner R/V Westward
Five-Seven-Eight Week Expeditions
Tuition Information available
Write or call:
SEA
3 School Street
Boston, Massachusetts02108
617-742-4246 or 742-4566
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rnexper soe
car, be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

l

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service
(215) 722-5360
24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Surnmersplit. An out. An out of the apartment, room, landlord, lease, or roommate
you don't want this summer. Summersplit.
A guide. To be consulted by people who
need to get into an apartment, room, or
roommate. Surmmersplit. An alternative. To
paying for an ad, hassling with real estate
agents, giving your landlord a half a month's
rent. Summersplit. An added dimension.
Because the apartment, room, and roommate
listings become available both iocaliy and
nationally. In short, if you have an apartment
or share an apartment you don't want this
summer, Summersplit is the answer.
Summersplit starts out as a questionnaire
You fill in what it is you have and you send
it to us with $3. In April (with the help of a
commuter) your apartment, room, or room-

P.O. Box 6, Kenmore Station, Boston, MA 02215
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mates become a part of the Sumrnmersplit
guide. This guide will be available free in over
1000 college housing offices, libraries, and
bookstores across the country. in addition,
interested people can also send for individual
city sections of their own at minimal cost.
What Summersplit comes down to is a very
available, very specialized, very useful
directory. For $3 you'll be contacting literally
thousands of people who need an apartment,
room, or roommate where you are. Look for
our flyers (or get one from your housing
office or send us the coupon below). That will
be your first step toward getting away from
where you don't want to be this summer and
getting to where you do. That just has to be
worth $3 to you.
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By Neal Vitale
After the warm springlike weekend,
Monday, March 19, 1973 seemed unreasonably cold. The sun was shining
brightly on the Federal Building in Concord, New Hampshire, but the wind was
gusting around it. Inside, Gary Woods
went on trial for three counts of selective
service violation, shortly before I 1 am.
Gary Woods has long been opposed to
killing of any sort, and has said that he
would rather be killed than kill someone
in self-defense. He is dedicated to the
ideal of non-violence, and has maintained
that dedication throughout his life.
Clearly, his is not a case of pacifismcome-lately; Gary's mother could show
you letters written to the draft board,
saying how his family had to wait until he
left before they could kill flies around the
house. Many of the roots of Gary's
unflagging commitments stem from his
childhood, a childhood of living on Air
Force bases with his parents; his father,
now a colonel in the Air Force, was
involved in the Vietnam War, was the
most highly decorated soldier in the
Korean conflict, and fought and was
wounded in both that "police action"
and World War II.
The matter of Gary Woods' non-cooperation with the selective service has
been neither covert or terribly recent, as
well. He has never made any attempt to
deny or hide his resistance, having written
letters and more letters informing the
draft board that he had no intention of
complying with their regulations, and has
been in contact with members of the FBI
concerning his status. Only in the last
year was he called from a class and
arrested.
In the court on Monday, Gary challenged none of the twelve jury selections;
the prosecution objected to three, two
younger people and one who had his
younger brother go AWOL. Thus, the
jury was eight men and four women, all
of whom, save one, were white-haired and
who looked at least forty. It was to be a
jury of twenty-odd-year old Gary Woods'
peers.
Compromise is something that has
been almost non-existent in Gary Woods'
life. He denied any thoughts of a deferment or conscientious objector status
because the government would just replace his body with someone else's, and
use the new person for shooting and
killing in Gary's place. He felt it would be
cowardly to apply for a CO status. He
defended himself in Concord rather than
taking a lawyer; he did not want deals
being made with the judge in return for
modifications of his ideals.
And so, Gary Woods now faces a
possible ten year jail sentence for his
beliefs and for his conscience.
The government's case was virtually
airtight; they called only'three witnesses.
The first was Captain Ografiotis, custodian of the records of the local draft
board in New Hampshire. He asserted
that Gary did not carry his draft card, nor
did he report for induction. The second
witness, a female former executive secretary for the board, Mrs. McCann corroborated the basically technical matters
in question. An FBI man, by the name of
Riley, who looked like someone you
might play basketball with at the Y, said
that Gary clearly never intended to cooperate with the statutes. There was
never any real question of guilt regarding
the facts and the existing laws.
Gary entered only two pieces of evidence, while the prosecution submitted
many of the draft board's records - a
letter from the draft board to the prosecuting attorney and the Channeling
Memo, a document once used in the
processing of draftees, but withdrawn
from the public in 1968 as antidemocratic. Gary asked the Captain, in
his cross-examination, to read parts of the
documents; they said, for instance, that
the club of induction has been used to
drive men to service and made the
selective service sould like butchers
handling sides of beef.
The one witness for the defense was
Gary's father, Harold Woods, and he
stressed the point that it is the draft
board's perogative to classify someone as
a CO if they feel that that is the most
suitable status for him. He said he
wouldn't want Gary fighting for him

majority of the men in Vietnam are
similarly unsuited for combat because of
their lack of concern and sympathy with
what they're being made to do. Therefore, Colonel Woods felt it was the draft
board's responsibility not to induct such
persons, as they were, in fact, a liability.
But that was not necessarily Gary's
opinion.
Gary was not looking for an easy out;
instead, he wanted to confront the jury
with the essential issue of exerting their
right to try him on moral grounds which
supercede the facts and the iaw. He
wanted to question the statutes themselves and the system that has made them
almost unshakable; he wanted them to
determine who was in the morally right
area. In his final comments to the jury,
Gary read from Mark Twain's The War
Prayer Then came the long prayer
None could remember the like of it
for passionate pleading
and moving and beautiful language.
The burden of its supplication was
that an eWr-merciful and benignant
Father of us all would watch over
our noble young soldiers
and aid, comfort, and encourage them
in their partiotic work;
bless them, shield them in the day
of battle and the hour of peril,
bear them in His mighty hand,
make them strong and confident,
invincible in the bloody onset;
help them to crush the foe,
grant to them
and to their flag and country
imperishable honor and glory An aged stranger entered and moved
with slow and noiseless step
up the main aisle,
his eyes fixed upon the minister,
his long body clothed in a robe
that reached to his feet, his head bare,
his white hair descending
in a frothy cataract to his shoulders,
his seamy face unnaturally pale,
pale even to ghastliness.
With all eyes following him
and wondering,
he made his silent way;
without pausing, he ascended
to the Dreacher's side
and stood there, waiting.
With shut lids the preacher.
unconscious of his presence,
continued his moving prayer,
and at last finished it with the words,
uttered in fervent appeal,
"Bless our arm s,
grant us victory,
O Lord our God,
Father and Protector
of our land and flag!"

'" come from the Throne bearing a message fromn Almighty God!"
The words smote the house with a shock;
if the stranger perceived it
he gave no attention.
"He has heard the prayer
of His servant your shepherd
and will grant it
if such be your desire
after I, His messenger,
shall have explained to you its import that is to say, its full import.
For it is like unto
many of the prayer:, of men,
in that it asks for more
that he who utters it is aware of except he pause and think.

LISTENI!
"O Lord our Father,
our young patriots,
idols of our hearts,
go forth to battle be Thou near them!
With them, in spirit,
we also go forth
from the sweet peace
of our beloved firesides
to smite the foe.
0 Lord our God,
help us to tear their soldiers
to bloody shreds with our shells;
help us to cover their smiling fields
with the pale forms of their patriot dead;
help us to drown the thunder
of the guns
with the shreiks of their wounded,
writhing in pain;
their humble homes
with a hurricane of fire;
help us to wring the hearts
of their unoffending widows
with unvailing grief;
help us to turn them out roofless
with their little children
to wander unfriended the wastes
of their desolated land
in rags and hunger and thirst,
sports of the sun flames of summer
and the icy winds of winter,
broken in spirit,
worn with travail,
imploring thee for the refuge of the grave
and denied it for our sakes we adore Thee, Lord,
blast their hopes,
blight their lives,
protract their bitter pilgramage,
make heavy their steps,
water their way with tears,
stain the white snow
with the blood
of their wounded feet!
We ask it,
in the spirit of love,
of Him Who is the Source of Love,
and Who is ihe ever-faithful
refuge and friend
of all that are sore beset
and seek His aid
with humble and contrite hearts.
Amen.
"Ye have prayed it;
if ye still desire it,
speak!
The messenger of the
Most High waits."
It was believed afterward
that the man was a lunatic,
because there was no sense
in what he said.

A few members of the jury shuffled
uneasily in their seats, there were tears in
Gary's eyes.
But the prosecution, in their summary,
and the judge, in his charge to the jury,
reversed the matter. They typified the
situation as "the height of civilization ' "
and that the only perogative that the jury
had was to judge the facts, and only the
facts, in accordance with the law.
Ten minutes after they departed, the
jurors returned a verdict. One count,
regarding not keeping the draft board
informed of changes in address, had been
dropped earlier because the judge had
found no willfullness in Gary's actions.
On the other two counts, of not carrying
his draft card and not showing up, for
induction, Gary Woods was found guilty.

"God's servant and yours
has prayed his prayer.
Has he paused and taken thought?
Is it one prayer?
No, it is two one uttered. the other not.
Both have reached the ear
of Him Who heaneth all supplications,
the spoken and the unspoken.
Ponder this - keep it in mind.
If you would beseech
a blessing upon yourself, beware!
lest without intent
you invoke a curse upon a neighbor
at the same time.
If you pray for the blessing of rain
upon your crop which needs it,
by that act you are possibly praying
for a curse upon some neighbors crop

-

"You have heazd your servant's prayer the uttered part of it.
I am commisioned of God
to put into words the other part of it the part which the pastor,
and also you in your hearts,
fervently prayed silently.
And ignorantly and unthinkingly?
God grant that it was so!
You heard these words:
"Grant us victory,
O Lord our God!"
That is sufficent.
The whole of the uttered prayer
is compact into those pregnant words.
Elaborations were not necessary.
When you have prayed for victory
you have prayed for
many unmentioned results
which follow victory - must follow it,
cannot help but follow it.
Upon the listening spirit
of God the Father fell also
the unspoken part of' the prayer.
He commandeth me
to put it into words.

help us to lay waste

The stranger touched his arm,
motioned him to step aside which the startled minister did and took his place.
During some moments
he surveyed the spellbound audience
with solemn eyes in which burned
an uncanny light;
then in a deep voice he said:

---

which may not need rain
and can be injured by it.

- -
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On Wednesday, the 21st, Gary returned to New Hampshire to meet with the
probation officer, who, in turn, will
advise the judge. The final sentencing will
be done at 1:30 on April 9. Ideally, Gary
would be permitted to puruse his plan of
attending Harvard Medical Schoo4, with
the years spent there being considered
part of his probation. It would enable
him to become a doctor, and return, as he
has hoped, to rural Arkansas, where he
would practice. At the other extreme; he
could be given up to ten years in prison.
But even worse, Gary would be put on
probation wherein he would be made to
lead a strictly outlined life, in an effort to
break his will, and reform an unreformable humanist. A person of Gary's ilk
would be hard-pressed to restrict his life
so severely, and could wind up with a jail
term on top of a period of probation.
The questions Gary Woods raises, and
which were not resolved in that courtroom in Concord, New Hampshire, are of
utmost import - is a person trapped in
the system that he either wants to have
no part of, or strives to change with no
real hope of change? Is the existing
moral, political and social system inescapable? Was Gary Woods, like the speaker in the War Prayer really a lunatic? The
judge and jury in Concord's Federal
Building only closed the mouth of one
man, who was pressing these issues, by
stating "yes" to them through their verdict. But there is something drastically
wrong in that answer, and in a system, in
general, that can make murder the sanity
of the day and resistance to that killing
the insanity.
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!rue wzardy
by Mark Astolfi

John McLaughlin

orchestrati@n
by Ken Davis
From the moment he steps on the
stage, you know he's going 'to be good.
Anyone who has the nerve to play that
double-necked monster had better be
good. You can tell by the respect he
commands - when he asks for a few
moments of silence, you could hear a pin
drop in the Aquarius, except for a baby
crying somewhere in the back. The
drummer
begins
striking
a
gong
rhythmically, hypnotically. Then John
McLaughlin plays.
McLaughlin
and
the
Mahavishnu
Orchestra have reached the point of being
the best in their field.-Future attempts at
merging jazz and rock will be measured
against their accomplishments, as all
future blues-oriented rock must be
measured against the brilliance of Eric
Clapton and Duane Allman on the Layla
album.
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Not only is this record ambitious, but
it is also long: six minutes shy of an hour,
or an average of 27 minutes per side.
Happily, there is very little filler material:
virtually every track is deviously enteraining, although the two sides evince
radically diverse sides of the musician.
Side one is the magical side. I mentioned Sgt. Pepper; A Wizard more resembles
Frank Zappa's parody of Sgt.Pepper,
We're Only In It For the Money, in that
whole songs, bits and snatches of songs,
and stray comments and noises ale concatenated together into an everchanging
kaleidoscope of insane musical tangents.
Although much of the material is about
rock or rock stars, and rock is at times an
integral ingredient, none of this stuff I
could hold a candle to Deep Purple or the I
Stones or Alice Cooper six nmonthes ago,
as rock. The musical base is more wideranging: much of the music is derived
from Broadway show-tunes and T.V.
soundtrack music.
There are approximately twelve differentiable tracks on side one, opening
and closing with the psychedelic, anthemlike "International Feel;" based on a riff
from Todd's great single "Couldn't I Just
Tell You," and sounding a little like
Spirit's "Mr. Skin" near the end, the song
is submerged in an electronic whirlpool of
phasing, distortling, and fuzzing, finally
to blend into a schmaltzy rendition of
"Never Never Land" from Peter Pan, a
beautiful but relatively obscure song
these days, fortunately not played to
death as was "When You Wish Upon a
Star," which served as theme music (and
still does) for Walt Disney's television
show. Todd's version of "Never, Never
Land" deserves to be a single. Next comes
a busy little instrumental called "Tic Tic
Tic," which resembles the interlude music
on Nilsson's The Point pseudo-soundtrack
record, except that here most of the work
is done with synthesizer.

Mahavishnu consists of a rhythm
section which provides the framework for
three soloists to improvise and play off
against each other. Bassist Rick Laird is
more than adequate, but it is drummer
Billy Cobham who shines.
Cobham is' the glue that holds
Mahavishnu together. It may be an
exaggeration to say that hie plays better
with his feet than most drummers do
with their hands, but only slightly so. It is
rare to see anyone give 100% for an entire
hour and a half set. Cobnam almost never
resorts to the normal repetative rhythms
of
the
average
drum mer
his
improvisations are as far reaching as those
of anyone else in the band.
Jerry Goodman, Jan Hammer and
McLaughlin ave developed an incredible
rapport among themselves, and with
Cobhamand Laird. This is partially due to
McLaughlin's willingness to share and
Some chaotic, very ill-tempoed, fitfull
yield center stage. No one is permitted to
machinations follow, titled "You Need
dominate. At one point during their recent
Boston concert, McLaughlin waved the Your Head" and "Rock and Roll Pussy"
respectively, and appear to be all Todd
spotlight off himself over to Hammer.
Czechoslovakian keyboard player wants to say concernhng John Lennon's
took' the lead more often than the I primal rushes and/or the near extinct acid
rock genre. This fades into '"Dogfight
previous
two
times I
have seen
Giggle," a couple minutes of vaguely
Mahavishnu perform.
Violinist Goodman proves that the erotic electronic blips and Weeps.
Todd Rundgren, since his earliest days,
electric violin can be more than Papa
has patterned his dress after the British
John
Creach's
headache
producer.
fop rockers, where "fop" was a nice way
Goodman's classical training shows in his
of saying "fag," and I don't mean cigarsolos as well as in his restraint and taste
ettes.
Now that everyone else has caught
while he is providing a background for
up, on both sides of the Atlantic, and its
McLaughlin and Hammer. He plucks and
even fashionable to openly admit to a
strums his instrument to produce a wide
reasonable amount of switch-hitting,
variety of interesting tones.
Todd counters with "You Don't Have To
Then there's John McLaughlin, one of
Camp Around," the message being "stow
the finest guitarists of the last ten years.
the mincey lithping," sweet boy, I love
Besides
his
usual
electric
work,
you just the way you are.
McLaughlin did one piece on acoustic, "A
Still there's more. "Flamingo,"
Lotus On Irish Streams" from Inner
another instumental, while punctuated by
Mounting Flame. He was at his best
synthesized chirping noises, sounds basical
soloing in "Birds of Fire," the opening
ly like the score of some 1935 sci-fi
[Continued on page 61
movie, portraying the downtown bustle
II
I
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A Wizard/A True Star - Todd Rundgrem
(Bearsville)
A
Wizard/A
True Star is Todd
Rundgren's masterpiece. His Sgt. Pepper.
His 62 home runs in one season. Ever
since Nazz, Todd's mid-Sixties Anglophilic cruisin' rock band with the undeserved bubblegum reputation, disbanded I
after three excellent rock-pop albums, the
cosmic sylph has been flitting around a I
record of this stunning quality and unbounded imagination like a moth before a
flame. He got mildly scorched when he
recorded Something/Anything? about a
year ago, but it was a double alburn set,
and couldn't keep going for four sides.
With A Wizard/A True Star, Todd plunges
antennae-first into the brimstone of his
own mad genius, only to arise, phoenixlike, a wizard, a true star.
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of Atomic City, with gravi-cars purring
past the space-o-mart, etc. Next isa lush,
involved piece which resembles David
Bowie circa Hunky Dory, called -Zen
Archer:" "Mountains of pain/valleys of
love/ death without life/ and life without
meaning." When you hear the next sequence, "Just Another Onion Head/Da
Da Dali," you know Todd stole the whole
format from Zappa. Finally, rock is here
-to stay with "When the Shit Hits the
Fan/Sunset Blvd.," then into the reprieve
of "International Feel."
Side one, like both the inside and
outside covers, and the inner sleave,
carries a dizzyingly high information density, a magical, masterful tour-de-force,
with but two features consistant through
the clutter (besides the generally ingenious composition and execution):
Mark Klingman's superb use of the Moog;
and, by contrast, the absence of Todd's
blazing guitar work, save a momentary
flash at the end of "You Need Your
Head." Said Todd in a Rolling Stone
interview a year ago: "I got so facile on
the guitar that there was nowhere left for
me to go and it began to bore
me...Making a reputation as a heavy
guitarist is too much of a hassle, like
being a gun-fighter in the Old West,
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everybody always trying to cut you
down."
Side two, A True Star, is more down
to earth, but, in spots. hardly less precocious. Most of the tracks are of the
Motown variety, leaning heavily on horns,
piano, and sax work. Todd's true musicat
allegiences show through when he spins
ten-minute medley comprised of the
Impressions' "I'm
So Proud," Sniokey
Robinson's "Ooh
Baby Baby,"
the
Delfonics' "La La Means I Love You,"
and the Capitols' "Cool Jerk." Elsewhere,
_Hungry For Love" sound like Johnny
Rivers meets Sparks, and "I Don't Want
To Tie You Down" is a lovely ballad with
a trick ending; "is It My Name'?- is a
crackling Who circa 1967 imitation, and
'Just One Victory" finds Todd crooning
away with more mellow, merry Motown
melodies.
A Wizard/A True Star is as crisp as a
Janson Eding Clapper Salad, as coninmercial as NBC's M),ster:v Mlovie, as wondrous as a handful of pixie dust. as fey as
silver-and-pink, battery-opperated novelty
shoes. Warm sumnier night cruisin' down
Bayview Terrace in the lime-green Challenger, flying saucers over McDonald's
Golden Arches, this albuin is the nazz,
with god-given ass.
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was the Crosby-Nash show at the Music I Believing. Another strength to this albu.
Hall some l 8 months ago. That was a -'is that th~e arrangements are done w.
night of very pleasant surprises, for C and
taste - no burial of Alice's pleasant voN1 were joined by S and, belatedly, Y. The
beneath electrified instruments. A prip
example of this fact is a cut called "Doriwarm-up act w^as Judee Sill, doing thle
I
bit, and
Cry" in which Alice makes goo use of h
i classic vocal-and-acoustic-guitar
lshe was delighitful. A -pleasant surprise
vocal range and electric guitar abilit
also boecause, as we all know by now,
besides featuring some fine fiddle wo_
warmn-up acts quality is a very variable
by Andy Stein.
thing.
Alice demonstrates her acoustic, blu
style guitar playing on a rendition
Speaking a classics, Judees wore the
Blidn Willie McTell's "Statesboro Blueslall-but-traditional shackles of drug adThis version is by far the most innovatidictionl and prostitution out in California
arrangement of the song to come alone
for quite a while, prior to her recording
a good long while, mostly because of t__
career; many of her songs reflect that life
:
S
m
instrumental mix and Alice's fine, vUo
and her escape fromn it. In fact, she seems
work. Karl Sevareid of Snake con'tr-ibuz
to
have a knack for conceiving an.inafinite
constant.and dependable bass work to ts
Hurry Up or Il'l Be Thirty I variety
of metaphors on salvation. The
song.
I
only real problem with her new album,
ly-pro duced final products. Captulred L ive
Another highlight is an Alice Stua_
was another bowl of puppy chow, how- Hleart Food is her failure to develop those
com~positioxn "H-e's Leavirfg- Me- Again
metaphors in unique, entertaining ways.
ever, for the raw, blitzing energy and
wh-his'-a slow, mellow electric piece~
In compensation, Judee offers us wellsheer excitement of the record was as
which Alice asks (in the true spirit 0
textured, rich vocals, a good variety of
astounding as it was unexpected. It was a
rejected woman): "Now I'm left alone
instrumental styles, and finle soaring
bitch, it really was, in fact, for a while it
wonder will I always be alone/and is
melodies. Occationally, when she holds
was a favorite record, in some circles, to
possible to stay with one man/living eve
back the words a bit, everything works
get stoned to. The versions of "Nobody,"
day with one mzan, loving only him'perfectly -as in "The Kiss," which is my
"Try a Little Tenderness," "One," "Eli's
Again, Alice uses her high but genfavorite heart food. Most o f the time,
Coming," "Chest Fever," and "Heaven Is
voice to its full advantage.
though, I get the feeling that she tried to
In Your Mind" were for the most part
"GColden Rocket,)' a Hank Snow son
put a syllable on each and every beat better than their studio counterparts,
demonstrates what I consider to be All.
quantity instead of quality - and the
looser, yet more head on, and, above all,
Stuart's forte - countried rock. H
result is a crowded feeling, as in "The
more convincing.
guitar shine again; she is not frightenButithat was a while ago. The Dog has Pearl." which isn't quite, o:nd "There's a
by an electric instrument as many WornRugged Road," which is.
indeed conquered the world, but has
seem to be.
Judee records on the A sylum label,
grown fat and lazy in the meantime, now
One last song worth mentioning
which is owned by one David Geffen.
hopelessly emulsified in the AM cream
"Believe in Someone," featuring AllGeffen has done some amazing things in
cheese consciousness that sells records
onguzitarbacked by just enough steel guit[.
his life: ha got together three out-of-work
but isn't worth a dogc-.ap in the eyes of
by Bobby Black. Alice tells her listene
musicians named Nash, Stills, and Crosby,
i those who have been walking the dog
that "I believe
in someone who believz
I since before the beginning. This two- who, of course, turned the music industry
in
me...I
think
it's the first time I evS
album live package, a dubious souvenir
on its ear. Dave currently manages
gave real love a try."
from some recent world tour or other, is
America, and has worked closely with the
In general, Believing is a strong albur=
a real bite on the leg, The material speaks
"1new" (original) Byrds, the Eagles, all
but
has two exceptions, two sornewh:
for itself; of their 16 singles, the last ten groups exploring the value of the folktrite numbers, "Give Me Some SunshinF
are included, i.e., from "SMama Told Me
rock fusion that exploded under CSN
and "Karna, Stands In Mey Way." Oth
Not To Come" on, plus "Eli's Coming,"
(+Y). If you're interested in any of these
than that, Alice Stuart and Snake ha-om~itting "Celebrate,"
bands, this style, or rock history in
"Easy To Be
put together a fine conglaomeration
Hard," "Try a Little Tenderness," and
general, David Geffen is a man to watch.
electric, blues, and country music. Ali-"One." And those singles which are inI'm still curious about a remark Judee
has come a lo:ng way since l 964, ar
mnade when I first ran into her at that
cluded are all pretty wimpy to begin
Believing is a fine offering of her ne-with, with the exception of "Out in the concert. She complained about being,
io u nd vocal, guitar, and arranghforced to use fairly extensive orchestraCountry," "One Mari Band," and perhaps
maturity.
"Family of Man." To make matters tion on her just-completed first album; I L
seem to remember that she thought the
worse, the versions on this set are exceedFrench horns were especially un-I I
ingly sloppy. The vocals: Danny Chuck
[Continued from page 5]
and Cory used to sing from their balls; necessary, On the new albunl, we find the I
number, and during the encore of "Dance
cridits make it clear that she did the'
now they can barely stay together or on
of Maya" and '"Awakceneing;" brilliant!
arrangements And there are two photos
key.-In~strurnental backing: the other four
using dynamics and intermingling bits an
of Judee conducting the orchestra. What I
Dogs seem about ready to be put to sleep,
pieces o:f various numbers, McLaughli
especially guitarist Mike Allsup, who can't figure out is why. After, her cornslowly lowered the volume o f his guitas
inents and her fine performance, my hope
plays .311 the important Three Dog Night
drawing the audience's attention deepsis
that
she'll
use just her own guitar on
single hooks with the flash oft a
and deeper before building back up to th
the
next
album,
which
would
possibly
l12-year-old with a Woolworth's Musicby now familiar closing fiff.
inspire
words
more
subtle
and
simple
Maker GT. So this Gbre~atest Hits cavalcade
Rounding out the bill at the Aq uariu
falls pretty much on its face. Only `0ne than those offered as Heart Food- Get
was country singer-guitarist Rickc RobertM~an Band" even hints at the Three D~og. back to your beginnings, Judee, and it
formerly of the Flying Burrito Brothercould be a knockout.
Night of old; "EFli's Coming" is ruined at
Roberts appeared unsannounced, whic
the outset by a lot of interruptions duringwas definitely an error or; the part of th
the delicate opening teaser vocals (interpromoters. Roberts was treated rathtruptions by the D~ogs themselves, snaking
rudely by the audience, who neit;he
extraneous little comments); "Out in the
expected nlor particularly wanted to hea
Country" is buried there.
To flesh out the rest of the album, the
him. The crowd degenerated to the poin-.
dudes at Dunhill picked some truly ranwhere cries of "Get the fuck off" wert
greeted
with
cheers.
dom stuff: "Good Feeling 1957" a FifAfter
beiln
applauded when he announced that JD
ties tune off It Ain't Easy, is massacred;
by Wandla Adams
would play one more song and leavw
"Midnight Runaway" and a throwaway
JRobe~rts said "That's whyr I love polayin
called "6Jam" are sheer padding; and the-re Believing - Alice -Stuart andy Snake
in Boston, the. audeicnes are so polite."
are two cuts called "Drum Solo" and
(Fa ntasy)
Actually, R~oberts is a pleasant singe-"Organ Solo." On the former, shirtless
Is this the same sweet, innocent Alice
altho3ugh his guitar arrangements aFloyd Sneed gets a chance to show off
Stuart who first appeared in straight hair
striksna in their lack of originality. He
with his transparent drum kit, and
and bangs on an Arhoolie record back in
played the Burritos' "Colorado" and
has done more than
doesn't know what to do for five min- 1964? '3Fraid so. Alice
"Four Days of Rainl,"' Dylan's "Youtes. The latter is also maddening, as Jim acquired a frizzy-haired lookS - she's
Gotta
Go," "It Doesn't Matter," (whic
Greenspoon farts around, always onl the grown up in a very real way musically,
he
and
Chris Hillmnan wrote for Manassas~.
verge of getting into "Chest Fever." He
and it seems to be to her creditnever does.
and several of his own more recen
To begin with, Alice has evolved into a
compositions. He certainly- deserved
The only cut on the whnole damn
finle electric guitarist. She has always been
album that caused me to smile was a tune able to play acoustic guitar, but her
better fate than he recieved at the hamof the early show audience.
the Dog did for a forgotten movie, X, Y.
electric work is by far the high point of
and Zee, called "Going In Circles," mel- I
losw yet powerful.
To sum up, these four sides represent
the better part of a night with Three Dog
Night. And it would seem that not only
can't you teach an old dog new tricks,
I
some Dogs can't even rememrber their old
onesI
t"
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be ninety

by P.E. Schindler, jr.-

-

-

Every once in a while, you see one of
those films that makes you wonder where
it is taking you. Ifurijy Up or I71l Be
Thirty was one of those films. At first.
It looked like another Eat City or that
stupid rodeo film you have all forgotten
(I hope), Junior Bonner. But somehow
Hurry Up transcends its humble beginnings and goes on to become a watchable,
if not exciting, film.
For those whoe pocketbooks denied
them an opportunity to see the films
refered to: the genre of the ";real" movie
was very big last yeah- Films that showed
semi-seedy p eople in authentic and se edy
locations won Critical kudos as "meaningful real-life drama.>' What they lacked
in dramatic plot they did not make up for
in uninspired acting by amnateur bit
players.
Hurry Up starts out that way; the
story of a printer out in Brooklyn who is
sleeping with a floozy bar-mnaid type,
buck lacks any excitement or meaning in
life. He tried a single bar in Manhattan
(here, as usual, the center of the city
plays the role of villian) where a gypartist porno show producer befriends him
in an effort to get support for a play.
While he is there, George Tripani (our
printer) meets the beautiful young actress
who won't take her clothes off for the.
audition. So-mehow, you know she will
take them off for hion
She does, but it is here that the artifice
of the movie is really built. At first, one
assumes that she will tire of slummning
with the simple Italian boy. You eventually accept their relationship and start to
wonder about the resolution. POW!t!!
She's gone, the floozy is sleeping with his
best friend, his father has taken over the
family business again, and George is left
as a thirty year old failure.
Still no plot. Still, some funny acting,
But now, interest, excitement, stispence.
A real film about real people that isn't
boring or disgusting.
The credit, they
say, goes to: John Lefkowitz as George,
Maureen Byrns as the floozyr, Linda
DeC<off as the nice actress, and the
director-producer-co-writer
Joseph
Jacoby (whose name flashes son the screen
a lot at the beginning of the film.
-

--
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Around the World Wit/] Three Dogl~ight
( Dunhill)
This is Three Dog Night's second live
album, their eighth in all, not counting a
Greatest Hits set. When the first Live LP,

Captured Live at bthe Forum, came out

Xe go

ong on

1

sm ake $

three years ago, the Dog had only two
real albums -under their collars, and they
were still a rock band to bie proud o~f.
Sure, they were a singles band, sure they
did other people's material, but they were
also a very tight, very aggressive band out
to con~quer the world, a conscientiously I
tasteful band, making tile compositions
I
I
of suchl pr eviouslv untested talents as
Laura Negro, Harry 'N'llsson, and Rand'
Newlnan come ailve. And while the
Graieftul Dead set could quite easily
ganoi-e their albums. caimiin-n that stuff
by John Krout
was for their little sisters, not a few found
i
Heart Food -Judee Sill (Asylum)
it a bit harder to turn their backs on
I
Another chapter of the Inrcredible'
Captured Live. Ais catchy and tuneful as
West Coast Music Combine Saga. . .
were the Doog tunes on your car radio,
photo-Roger Goldstein
it~~~~~~
The very first concert, I saw in Boston
they were perhaps too finely-honed, slick-

i
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Eastern Sprints
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Women,

crew goes on to race Wesleyan
and
Connecticut
College
on
April 21. On April 28 MIT is
hosting a regatta with Wellesley,
George
Washington
<.Radcliffe,
University and Middleton High

in
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Regatta

to
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for
men's

sprints. The crew is looking forward to possibly rowing in the
Women's
National
Regatta
which will be held in Phila-
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include: David Wilson '73, the
team captain who recently ended a highly successful season
indoors by placing third in the
IC4A's with a 15'4" pole vault;
and Brian Moore '73, who is also

a team captain, throws the dis-
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~~~cus,
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~~championships
~~with a toss of

shot put and the hamrmer
Moore garnered fifth place in the

ir

Greater Boston Indoor T~rackc

rs

:1,

shot put event
49'5''. Another
hurler to keep your eye on is
~Johns Pearson '74 who con-

:o
or

~~behind Moore in
~~~throw last season.

e

The lon- distance runners are
lead by John Kaufmann '73
A~~-hose personal best time of
.9:06.2 placed him fifth in the
two mile event at the Indoor
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Ot'he, serv .ces avadable from SOFA Include
a great t ar Plan, the Student Raflpass. language
courses in Europe. and low cost accommodathons
in hotels. holiday villages, and hostels
All the dope Is in tne FREE 1973 Ollicia)
Student Travel Guide to Europe
Ho SOFA - on t sit on It- Send for it NW\V
\

from Cinema 5

a SOFA1please send me the MEE dope.I 2
Namne
.l

Michelle DeEroca presents WESSMONTAND, ROMY SCHNEIDER, Sami Frey, directed by Claude Sautet

Address -

r CtY

~~~~~~~student

v

you would l ike to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or Write a short note to Stewart WilJ'son, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might
be free and how you can be reached.

[Soft Contact Lens Available

~~~~~~(mcluding
~~~~~~~over
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Student Travel Bureaus, SOFA can
ssue you the International Sludent §(oA
Identity Ca d and book you on any ofAd
fl>SA
our a.0soo
student charter flights
within Europe, Asia, and Atrica Y%'_
Tel Aviv. BomtbayBangkok e;
2i
Nairobi, etc 1Up to 70°/.savings
normal fares
|
SOFrA
also offers an extensive
array of tours allowing the Independent
A
)
traveller to take advantage o~f
mnexpenswve group arrang ements andta
sightseeing We lealu, e culturally gI
D
rewrarrlng Israeli kibbutz programs and
ed ucationaltours within Europe ard rn

.

many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers
extend and deepen the discugssion., and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.

542-1929

Pass the wordySOFA ca. get you to Europe.

~~~~~~~Africa.
Israel,theFar East or anywhere;
AND, get you backlIQf
~~~~~~~~As
the wholly owned subsjalary of
eleven non-profit European National

r

lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening, T he lecturer are unique in that they include a great

1exington? St., 02thfam 894-1123
L
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Students who are curious about the topics above are invited to
use an experlfnental systems containing these Interactive

77 Summt~or St. Boston
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LEAF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMAN COLOR VISION
by Prof. Jerorne Lettvin, MIT

C)NTNCT ENS

April 7
_27

.I

e,

EXPERIMENTS O)N THE ORIGIN OF LIFc
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

Interested in more comfortable, longer
wearing contact lenses? Then you shouid
took into our new "'Wet L1ens." Or ifyou
want, your present lenses can be 'wetprocessed."
Call or viset us for more information
about "W~et Lenses" and our "sunscreen" V.v. C. lenses. No obligat ion.

of 3:22.4, which bettered

its season

I

IV2EY 002tact Gass

The varsity track team opens

~r

crew

will be able to race two full
eights as well as various combinations of eights and fours. Six
of the oarswornen return from
last year's spring season, six
more have been rowing since
September and four women discovered the many benefits of
rowing in 'Lime for spring.
Women's crew will become an
1976 and
Olympic event in
crews are needed to row for -the
USA. Now is the time to join
MIT women's crew and all interested womnen should come to the
7 am practice sessions every
Or
contact
Coach
M 0 Ming,
Burns.

with a dual meet at the University of New Hampshire, followed
the next weekend by the Boston
College Relays on Friday and
Saturday April 13 and 14. Bowdoin comes to MIT on April 21,
and Tufts comes here on April
25.
The weekend of April 28 sees
MIT the host of a tniangular
meet between Bates, WPI and
MIT. The last dual meet of the
outdoor season
comes when
Coast Gaurd meets MIT on May
5. The GBCAA.s are at B3C the
next day, followed by the Easterns, the New Engiands and the
IC4A's at Rutgers.

the old record set in 1949 by
two tenths of a second.

7,

SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORIGINU OF HIGHiER CELLS
by Prof. Lynn M~vargulis, Boston University

second only
the hammer

The one mile relay team of
Gary- Wiles '74, Keith Killough
'74, Bill Leirnkuhler '73, and
Elliot "Flash" Borden '73 set
~the MIT indoor record with a

d
nt

OF THE APOLLO 1 1 LUNAR MATERIAL
by D)r. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

.. tviPLtCATIONS

i

GBC:AA's.

'

COSMOLOGY
by Prof. Philip Morriscm, MIT

break to row.

Some of the team hopefuls
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INTERACTIVE LECTURES

Debbie Hater went to Florida
during 1AP to train for two
weeks. Most crew members plan

to

The MIT varsity track teamn,
which Tecently completed its
winter (indoor) season, now goes
~~outdoors in preparation for the
'73 spring season.
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I
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cow for the European Championships.
Everything appears ship-shape
for the MIT women's crew this
racing season. The crew has been
practicing daily since September.
Eight girls as well as Coach Dave

With 16 oarswvomen, the

t

____

tionals go' to Europe and Mos-

which will be held on

May 13, the day after the
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delphia. The winners at the Na-

' HTO~~0 U,
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__ _

i
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School p articipating. Princeton
and Yale may well prove to be
the women's crew rivals when
they meet at Yale on May 6.
The finale of the season is the

is

clew

looking forward to a full and
challenging spring season.
~~The first race will be against
Williams and WPI in Worcester
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By Dan Gantt
It's that time of year again!
Spring training is in full swing in
Florida not only for the pros,
but soon also for MIT's varsity
baseball team. The Engineers
leave tomorrow for the warm
weather and a five-game road
trip that includes a pair of games
each with Embry Riddle and the
Florida Institute of Technology
and a single contest with Bowdoin, another New England team
searching for some sun.
MIT's chances this season rest
on a number of question marks.
The biggest of these certainly
must be the pitching staff. The
only varsity hurler returning

UneR2

S

fl

he,,

a great deal of the pitching
chores. Bill Billings '73 and John
Cavolowsky '76 round out the
staff which regretfully has a
shortage of varsity experience.
Hopefully, this can be countered by a strong offense and
sound fielding. Hard-hitting
Herb Kummer '75 at first and
Dave Tirrell '74, last year's
Greater Boston League All-Star
third baseman who has been
moved back to his natural position at second, anchor the infield. Vince Maconi '76 appears
to have the inside track at third
with Ray -Henriksson '76 and
Mike Dziekan '76 fighting for
the shortstop job.
The outfield appears solid
with returning starters Kevin
Rowland '74 in left and Steve
Reber '74 in center. Either Tom
Leise '74 or Bill Sayers '74 could
get the nod in rigit.
"The Baron," Rick Charpie
173, is set to handle the catching
duties, but has been hampered
by early spring injuries. Back-up
catcher Bob Train '74 is ready,
however, to step into the starting role.
The Florida trip should serve
to clear up a lot of the questions
and to prepare the squad for its
always rough 19 game New England schedule. The Engineers
open at home in a 3 pm contest
April 3 against Boston College in

from the 1972 squad is Dave

Yauch '75, and he has been
plagued with arm troubles.
Freshman Mike Royal, who
looked impressive during the
fall, is being counted on to carry

their quest for a GBL crown.
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The freshman heavyweight crew is one of the strongest of MIT's five strong crews. The season looks tc
be exciting all around as the varsity heavies, varsity lights, freshman heavies and lights and MIT's
Photo by Dave Greerwoman's crew all expect to be in the thick of the competition.
g7l

Sunday

Basebal1I (V) Embry Riddle away
Gold (5V) Western Illinois

By David I. Katz
This seems to be the season
that Tech crew fans have been
waiting for. Never in the past
few years has the potential of all
squads been so high.
T he varsity heavyweights
come into the spring after taking
the Elite Fours event in last fall's
Head of the Charles Regatta.
Having these four men in the
boat leaves only four spots to
fill. Competition has been quite
fierce for those four seats. At

Monday

To m A
T-N

Basebal11 (V) Embry Riddle away
Tennis (V) U. No. Carolina away

the team.

Coach Crocker's squad start
off the spring season with a
southern trip over spring vacation. They will play five matches
on the trip, the first against the
,University of North Carolina.
MIT has not defeated North
Carolina in 3 5 years, a streak the
team is hoping to snap. Other
opponents over the vacation include Pfeiffer College, Davidson
College, North Carolina State
and Georgetown University.
The team should be better
prepared for North Carolina this

O
After finishing their fall season with a strong second-place
showing in the Atlantic Coast

Championships in November,
MIT's men's varsity sailors are
now ranked number two among
the nation's college teams and
are looking forward to another
successful spring season.
Led by captain Alan Spoon
'73 and Steve Cucchiaro '74, the
team will open its regular season
on March 31, with three regattas
scheduled for that weekend, including the important Boston
Dinghy Club Cup, to be sailed at
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By Ken Davis
The varsity tennis team,
coached by Ed Crocker, is looking forward to a winning season.
Although the netmen just missed
with a 7-8 mark last spring, they
were 2-0 in fall competition.
This year's squad is an
experienced one. Its members
are mostly juniors, led by William Young '74 on first court
and Ted Zouros '74 on second
court. David Lee '73, Mike
Lewis '74, Gerald Lum '74, Wally Sjeflo '74. Lee Simpson '75,
and Kevin Struhl '74 round out

AY

Tuesday
Golf ( V) Florida Southern -away
Tennis (V) Pfeiffer College away

Bill Young '74, varsity tennis
captain. Photo by Roger Goldstein
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year than they have been in the
past. "The access to the bubble
has been extremel-y, valuable,"
said Young. In the past, the
netmen have had no way to
prepare for their early season
matches.
Two of MIT's tougher opponents this year will be Harvard
and Dartmouth. The netmen
must also face squads from Yale,
Brandeis, the Little Three, Boston College, Trinity College,
University of Connecticut, Bow-

doin, and Colby. Brandeis' tennis team has never defeated MIT.
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Coast Guard. Other highlights of
the season include the Geiger,
Oberg, and Friss Trophies, the
New England Singlehanded
Championships, and the New
England Dinghy Championships,
from which the top two teams
will qualify for the North American finals, to be sailed at Forth
Worth, Texas, in June.
Other returning members of
the team, which is coached by
Harold "Hatch" Brown, are
Frank Keil '73, Dean Kross '73,
Bob Longair '73, John Avalon
'73, Todd Matson '74, Walter

1
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qualified people for these positions, which means that Coach
Peter Holland will be able to put
together one of his best crews
ever.
The varsity lightweights show
excellent promise, too, with

Saturday
Sailing (MV) NEISA Frostbite

;
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this time, there are five or six
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Frank '74, Randy Young '74,
Rich Zippel '74, Chuck Tucker
'75, and freshmen Paul Erb and
George Todd.
The women's varsity, coached

by Stu Nelson and led by captain Maria Bozzuto '73 and Shelley Bernstein '74, had, an extremely successful sfall season,
and will open their spring schedule at Connecticut College on
Aprit 8.
New this season is a rule
allowing freshmen and women
to compete in all New England
events.

many returning lettermen.
Stroked by National Lightweight
oarsman Peter Bilfings '73, the
varsity lights should place in the
top four finishers in this year's
Eastern Sprints held at Worcester on May 12.
The freshman crews, heavyweight and lightweight, are
almost always hard to judge before they get into actual
competition. So far this year,
the frosh heavies have beaten
every one they have raced
against. This includes both the
varsity heavies and the varsity
lights. If they can get past Harvard in the Sprints, an invitation
from Henley would be almost
guaranteed.
The competition seems to be
the same quality as last year.

Spring has once again arrived
and soon that hearty group will
take the field in the noble, if notoften brutal, cause of lacrosse.
The turnout this year, n;s usual,
was poor in three respects: size,
numbers, and experience. With
this in mind, it is not unlikely
that this spring's team will have
a slow start.
It could have been better.
Steve Cochi, last yearns leading
scorer, all New England, etc.,
graduated in January, depriving
the squad of its best threat on
attack. On the other half of the
field, twice-lettering defenseman
Rich Galik '73 is unable to play
due to knee surgery. To complicate matters, several of last
year's starters have simply not
shown up for the 1973 season.
This of course has made it
tough on Coach Ben Martin and
assistant Bob Schulte '71, who

must get the guys ready for the
tough road trip. The weather has
certainly been a help (unlike
past years) with the warm temperatures allowing outdoor practices, which are infinitely more
helpful and instructive than
those held in Rockwell Cage.
The coaching staff and players
have taken full advantage of the
prevailing conditions, even practicing on Sundays.
As usual, this year's road trip
portends to be brutal. Fairleigh
Dickenson (Madison) is no
slouch and Hofstra and C.W.
Post are perennially among the
best Long Island teams - and
that's saying quite a mouthful.
The fourth opponent, New York
Institute of Technology, has never faced an MIT squad before;
but the outcome, at best, is in
doubt. Although the road trip
average is rarely better than one
for four, the contests give the
Tech squad a better sense of the
game and let them "see how it's
played"; the trip proves to be

Harvard will be strong, as usua
Wisconsin, who won the EliEights in the Head, will also,
tough. Easier competition tha
last year should be Northeaster
who lost most of their Henle
runner-up crew through gradu.
tion. Doormats again this yewill probably be Yale, Columb:.
Marist, and Cornell. The onteam stronger this year could
Dartmouth. With the war
weather we've had, the ice c
the Connecticut River meltv
earlier than usual. This has givw
them a chance to get out on tl
water earlier in the year.
This year's MIT crews shou
finish well in the Sprints and tIRA's. The heavies should be
the top three of each regatand the lights should be in tV
top four. Good luck to all crew

very beneficial toward the late
"real" season.
People to look for this yea
are George Braun '75 on attack
Dave Kuentz '73 and Stu Good
man '73 at the all-importan
midfield, and Mark Webster'
and Johnny Lane (captain '7.
on defense. The large fraction o
the remainder of the squad lacking in true experience, an
no rational comments as to abi
ity can be made so early in th
year.
Lacrosse is a wide-oper
hard-fought game and is right"
named "the fastest sport on tw
feet." The continuous actio
makes the games fun to be spec
tator to as well as to be partic
pant in. Onlookers are alwa},
welcome, and games are a!
nounced in The Tech. Come
see one - you won't b
disappointed.
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